
 
  

Why did Jesus have to suffer? 
Why did Jesus have to be resurrected? 
What does it mean to walk with Jesus? 

 
 24:14 Just like you, these men had not seen the actual 

resurrection and were not sure what to believe. 
 

 24:19 Allowing them to speak to what they understood revealed 
the heart of the matter. 
 

 24:21 The need had already been met…they just did not know it 
yet. 
 

 24:25 God believed they had enough information from Old 
Testament. 
 

 24:27 It was not that they did not know or believe the Bible; they 
just did not believe all of it. 
 

 24:26 How horrible is the state of man that Jesus’ suffering was 
necessary for our recovery (Genesis 3:15). 
 

 24:26 Atonement must be seen in light of God's expectations, not 
man’s (Hebrews 9:22). 
 

 Jesus’ suffering was prophesied to be physical: Isaiah 52:14. 
His suffering was emotional: Matthew 26:56. 
His suffering was spiritual: 2 Corinthians 5:21; 1 John 2:2. 
 

 Jesus’ physical suffering was amplified by having to bear the guilt 
of our sins and to die to pay our penalty (Romans 5:8). 
 

 Isaiah 53:5 specifies the reason for Jesus’ suffering: for healing, to 
bring us peace. 
 

 In order for prophecy to be fulfilled, Jesus had to suffer (Luke 
9:22; Psalm 22:14–18). 
 

 The principle of the innocent dying for the guilty was established 
in the Garden of Eden (Genesis 3:21). 
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 The principle of the innocent dying for the guilty was established 
in the Garden of Eden (Genesis 3:21). 
 

 Jesus’ suffering demonstrated for us: 
 the devastating nature and consequence of sin 
 the wrath of God 
 the hatred of Satan 
 the cruelty of un-redeemed humanity 

 
 If you do not see the need of having your sins removed, then you 
do not understand why a price needs to be paid. Therefore, if 
there is no need for a sacrifice, there is no need for a resurrection. 
 

 24:27 Jesus explained that His suffering and death were not a 
series of events gone horribly out of control. They were ordained 
by God for a purpose. 
 

Tromos (trom'-os)—[trauma] a quaking with fear :- + tremble (-ing) 
Ekstasis (ek'-stas-is)—a displacement of the mind, bewilderment + be amazed 
Phobeō (fob-eh'-o)—to frighten, to be terrified; in awe of (exceedingly) 

 

“Inexpressibly dreadful is the guilt which requires God’s only Son to 
compensate for it.” ~Charles Simeon, 1827 
 
“His body was so badly disfigured that he no longer resembled a man. In the 
sufferings of Jesus this would have happened at His scourging. The 40 lashes 
were given with a multi-strand whip, each strand having a nail or a piece of 
glass attached to it. These literally lifted the flesh off the bone....” ~Dr. Arnold 
Fruchtenbaum 

 


